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ABSTRACT
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a special type of imaging radar that involves advanced
technology and complex data processing to obtain detailed images from the lake surface. Lake
ice typically reflects more of the radar energy emitted by the sensor than the surrounding area,
which makes it easy to distinguish between the water and the ice surface. In this research work,
SAR images are used for ice classification based on supervised and unsupervised classification
algorithms. In the pre-processing stage, Hue saturation value (HSV) and Gram–Schmidt
spectral sharpening techniques are applied for sharpening and resampling to attain highresolution pixel size. Based on the performance evaluation metrics it is proved that GramSchmidt spectral sharpening performs better than sharpening the HSV between the boundaries.
In classification stage, Gram–Schmidt spectral technique based sharpened SAR images are used
as the input for classifying using parallelepiped and ISO data classifier. The performances of
the classifiers are evaluated with overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. From the
experimental results, ice from water is classified more accurately in the parallelepiped
supervised classification algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a microwave sensor which is capable of producing highresolution images of the earth’s surface. A SAR uses a transmitter and passing out a microwave
signal, and a receiver collects that pulse reflected back to the satellite. Radar wavelengths are
much longer than those of visible or infrared light, and, for this reason, a SAR can see through
cloud, smoke fog and moisture area; it can take images in day or night; and depending on the
signal frequency [1]. SAR has two fundamental dimensions and three modes. The slant range
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and azimuth are the dimensions used for target discrimination in range involve the correlation of
each echo with the corresponding transmitted pulse. An increase of the swath width can also be
made at the expense of azimuth resolution, by interrupted switching of the radar beam between
adjacent sub-swaths. Medium to low resolution images can be obtained using this ScanSAR
imaging mode [2].
Image enhancement is making improvement in satellite image quality without knowledge about
the source of degradation. Image sharpening tools are used to automatically merge a lowresolution colour, multi-, or hyper-spectral image with a high-resolution gray scale image
[3].Image classification is probably the most important part of image analysis. SAR ice images
are classified using two main classification methods namely supervised and unsupervised
classification algorithms [8]. The performance of the classifiers depends upon the overall
accuracy and kappa coefficients. At present it is not possible to state which classifier is best for
all situations as the characteristics of each image and the circumstances for each study vary so
greatly. In this paper, Image enhancement is described in the second section, classification of
SAR image is explained in the third section, and the experimental results and conclusion are
discussed in fourth section.

2. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Image enhancement is the enhancement of an original image appearance by increasing dominance
of some features or by decreasing ambiguity between different regions of the image. In this
research work, image sharpening technique is applied and the purpose of such an image
sharpening method is to increase sharpness of images. Image sharpening refers to enhancement
technique that highlights edges and fine details in an image. Sharpened images provide clear
image to view visually and assist for the classification. Hue Saturation Value (HSV) and Gram–
Schmidt spectral sharpening techniques are two method used for image sharpening [3].

2.1 Hue Saturation Value (HSV) sharpening
HSV sharpening used to transform an RGB image to HSV color space and replace the value band
with the high-resolution image. The HSV techniques automatically resample the hue and
saturation bands to the high-resolution pixel size using a nearest neighbour technique and finally
transform the images back to RGB color space. The output of the original images will have the
high pixel size with the input of high-resolution data. The subjective evaluation of the HSV
sharpening technique is shown in Fig: 1.

2.2 Gram –Schmidt spectral sharpening
Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening is used to sharpen multispectral data using high spatial
resolution data. First, a panchromatic band of the original image is simulated from the lower
spatial resolution spectral bands. Secondly, a Gram-Schmidt transformation technique is
performed on the simulated panchromatic and the spectral bands, where the simulated
panchromatic band of the images are taken as the first band. Then, the first Gram-Schmidt band is
swapped with the high spatial resolution panchromatic band. At the end, inverse Gram-Schmidt
transform is then applied to images and form the sharpened spectral bands.
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Fig 1: Image Sharpening result for HSV and
Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening
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Fig 2: Classification result for supervised a
Unsupervised classifier

3. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
The water and the ice are classified from SAR images by using supervised and unsupervised
classification algorithms.

3.1 Supervised classification
Supervised classification is used to cluster pixels in images into classes corresponding to user
defined training classes. In this research, parallelepiped classifier is taken for the water and ice
classification. The supervised classifier use the ground truth ROI image as training set for
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classifying the class and the overall accuracy and kappa coefficient is calculated from the
parallelepiped classified image and ground truth ROI [10].

3.1.1 Parallelepiped classifier
Parallelepiped classification uses a simple decision rule to classify SAR images. The decision
boundaries form an n-dimensional parallelepiped classification in the image data space. In the
parallelepiped classification, dimensions are defined based upon a standard deviation threshold
from the mean of each selected class. If a pixel value images lies above the low threshold and
below the high threshold for all bands being classified, it is assigned to that class. Area that do not
fall within any of the trained pixel then they are designated as unclassified [10].

3.2 Unsupervised classification
Unsupervised classification is comparable to cluster analysis where interpretations are assigned to
the same class because they have related values. In this work, ISODATA classifier is taken for
classifying the water and ice surface in the lake area. The unsupervised classification doesn’t
need any training area for the classification [7].

3.2.1 ISODATA Classifier
The ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique) Classification method uses
an iterative approach that incorporates a number of heuristic procedures to compute classes. The
ISODATA classification method is similar to the K-Means method, but incorporates measures for
splitting and combining the trial classes to obtain an optimal set of output classes. In ISO data
classifier, user has to assign the number of classes and it classifies according to the user defined
classes [7].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The above assessment techniques are implemented on SAR images. Fig.1 and Fig.2 shows the
results of sharpening technique and classification algorithms in subject evaluation. Hence, this
work is an attempt to study the ice classification and to evaluate the performance of supervised
and unsupervised algorithms.

4.1 Results of Image Enhancement
Fig.1 shows the subject evaluation results of sharpening technique. By comparing the error rate of
sharpening techniques metrics, the resultant images of Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening method
appears with high resolution. So, Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening images are taken as input for
the classification. The tables 1,2,3,4 and 5 shows the metrics used in image sharpening
techniques, to identify which techniques gives better results.

Entropy (En)
The Entropy of an image is a measure of information content but has not been used to assess the
effects of information change in SAR images. Entropy reflects the capacity of the information
carried by SAR images. The error rate of entropy should be high and that have high information
in the images. The formula used to calculate the Entropy is
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En = −∑
Pi log2P (i)
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...... (1)

where, P (i) is the ratio of the number of the pixels with gray value equal to i over the total
number of the pixels [4].

Root mean square Error (RMSE)
The RMSE is a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error. The
corresponding experimental values are each squared and then averaged over the sample images.
Finally, the square root of the average is taken in the SAR images. Since the errors are squared
before they are averaged, the RMSE gives large errors by increasing weight. The formula used to
calculate the RMSE is
=
where, n denotes discrete distribution


∑
 

...... (2)



and  denotes the mean square values.

Correlation Coefficient (CC)
The correlation coefficient measures the closeness or similarity between two images. It can vary
between –1 to +1. A value close to +1 indicates that the two images are much related, while a
value close to –1. The formula to compute the correlation is

=

∑ ∑ ∑ 

...... (3)

 ∑  ∑  [ ∑   ∑  ]

where, n denotes number of values or elements and then the x & y are the two variables of
correlation coefficient. [4].
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Table .1 Results based on Entropy matrices
SAR ICE

Table .2 Results based on RMSE matrices

HSV

Gram- Schmidt Spectral Sharpening

Image 1

0.5820497620

0.5676583494

Image 2

0.5784706080

0.5771488506

Image3

0.9678437137

0.9770377594

Image 4

0.5930112531

0.5947986552

Image 5

0.6789349664

0.8769786350

Image

Table .3 Results based on Correlation Coefficient (CC) matrices

Universal image quality index
The two images are considered as matrices with M column and N rows containing pixel values,
respectively. The universal image quality index Q may be calculated as a product of three
components namely loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion. The value
range for this component is also [0, 1].The formula used to calculate universal image quality
index is
!"#$ ̅ &
Q=" '" (̅
...... (4)
 '& )
#

$

where Q refers to quality index, *̅ +&denotes mean of original image x and testing image y, ,
refers to variance of original image.
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Table .4. Results based on Universal image
quality index matrices

Table .5 Results based on MAE matrices

Mean absolute Error (MAE)
The Mean Absolute Error measures the average magnitude of the errors in a set of forecasts,
without considering their direction. It measures accuracy for continuous variables. The MAE is a
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linear score which means that all the individual differences are weighted equally in the average.
The formula used to calculate the MAE is


MAE = ∑ |/ |

...... (5)

where, the mean absolute error is an average of the absolute errors ei = fi − yi, where fi is the
prediction and yi the true value.
In above results, error rate of the entropy and universal image quality index has the high error rate
and RMSE, correlation coefficient and MAE has the low error rate in the Gram-Schmidt spectral
sharpening compared to HSV. By comparing the error rate of metrics and objective evaluation of
Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening technique show the better result for sharpening boundaries.

4.2 Classification algorithms Result
Fig.2,3 and 4 shows the subjective evaluation and accuracy assessment results of supervised and
unsupervised classification algorithms. The overall accuracy and kappa coefficient are calculated
from classified images and ground truth ROI images.
The accuracy assessment generated from the parallelepiped supervised classification technique
showed an overall classification accuracy was 80.43% with Kappa statistic of 0.69, but in the
unsupervised classification technique, the overall accuracy decreased to 75.03% with Kappa
statistic of 0.62%.By comparing the overall accuracy with kappa statistic parallelepiped
supervised classifier perform better then ISO data classifier.

Fig. 3. Performance evaluation of the classifiers
based on overall accuracy

Fig. 4. Performance evaluation of the classifiers
based on kappa coefficients

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the ice classification from the lake surface was implemented by unsupervised and
unsupervised classification algorithms. In the classification process, the SAR ice images are
enhanced using HSV and Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening techniques. By comparing metrics
results of the sharpening techniques, Gram-Schmidt sharpening method performs better than the
HSV between the boundaries. The ice classification algorithms classify the water and the ice
surface in the lake area and accuracy assessments of the algorithms are assessed using overall
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accuracy and kappa coefficient. As the result parallelepiped supervised classification appears
more accurate than the ISO data unsupervised classification. In future, types of ices classification
will be classified by extracting features of ice and implementing the segmented methods for SAR
images.
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